Hi Anne,

I am following up with regards to today's front page story in The Daily Telegraph.

Can your please provide answers to the following questions:

* We understand Geoffrey Rush spoke with Sydney Theatre Company executive XXXXXXXXX on either November 9 or 10. He was specifically told there was an alleged complaint by his King Lear colleague Eryn Jean Norvill involving "inappropriate behaviour". This contradicts claims from Mr Rush that he was unaware "of the nature of the complaint and what it involves". Can Mr Rush explain the contradiction? And does he still deny the claims?

* A cast member of the King Lear, Meyne Raoul Wyatt, yesterday posted to social media that he believes the person who came forward with a complaint against Mr Rush have to say about this?

* Two very senior members of the Sydney Theatre Company - who both said they believed the victim's claim wholeheartedly _ have told The Daily Telegraph the company will not be working with Mr Rush again following this incident. Does Mr Rush care to comment about this?

* Can you confirm whether or not Mr Rush will continue in his position as President of AACTA?

* Can you confirm whether or not Mr Rush will be attending next week's AACTA Award events?

Regards,

Jonathon
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